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the touchpad is placed directly under the fret buttons and not below the frets, where it is on the guitar's neck. the touchpad can also be used to slide notes up and down the fretboard, and to adjust the pitch of sustained notes. the game's "superstar challenge" mode allows the player to compete in a
series of challenges that are unlocked after completing certain tasks. the player can compete in three different modes. the first is a single-player challenge, in which the player must beat the game's difficulty level using a single guitar controller. the second is a multiplayer challenge, in which the player
competes in a series of up to five matches against the cpu or against another human player. the third is the "party play" mode, in which two players compete against each other in a series of challenges, to be the best in the world. the "rock your stage" mode is a feature that allows the player to perform
at a venue, using real guitar controllers plugged into the game's console. players must record a song on the console, and then they are taken to a venue where the performance is recorded by a live audience. the player can then choose to perform the song at the venue in real time, and in the option to
view the performance, in the order in which it was performed. guitar hero world tour features more than 70 songs from diverse musical genres, from rock, country, and metal to pop and jazz. the game includes songs from acts such as guns n' roses, daughtry, no doubt, jimmy eat world, katy perry, foo
fighters, and bon jovi. the game also features a battle mode, which has players compete against a lead guitar player or a band using the instruments from world tour. a co-op career mode is also available for four players, allowing players to play as themselves or as a band of up to four players, with each
player controlling a different character from the franchise, or play as a fictional band. players can play either with the playstation 3, xbox 360, or nintendo wii versions, with the nintendo wii version compatible with the wii remote.
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players must hit notes on a fret board or frets on the guitar neck to activate notes, with a selection of different chords available for each song. players can use a pickup bar to activate notes, which slide along the neck of the guitar to hit each fret. the controller also has a strum bar, which simulates the
standard two-string fretboard found on a standard guitar, and six buttons for playing notes. guitar hero iii also introduces a new, proprietary motion capture system that is used to animate a host of new game characters. for the first time in the guitar hero series, players will be able to create custom

characters by choosing from a selection of over 100 different head and body parts available in the game. guitar hero iii was announced at the game developers conference on march 11, 2007. it was originally planned to be released on the nintendo ds, but was later delayed. activision confirmed that the
game would not be released on the xbox 360 due to the lack of licensed instruments. the game was released on september 12, 2007 in north america. in europe, the game was released on october 22, 2007. the game was released on the playstation 3, xbox 360, and wii in october 2007, and was

available as a downloadable title on the playstation portable, playstation 2, and xbox. the wii version includes all of the downloadable content released on the playstation 3 version. the game was released for the nintendo ds and playstation portable later on december 11, 2007. the playstation portable
and wii versions were released on june 3, 2008 in japan, june 11, 2008 in north america, and june 18, 2008 in europe. the game was also released for the nintendo ds on december 8, 2007. the nintendo ds version is known as guitar hero world tour on this platform, as opposed to guitar hero iii on other

platforms. a version of the game for the game boy advance was also released on april 17, 2008. 5ec8ef588b
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